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Abstract
A new measurement of the forward-backward asymmetry in Z! b

b decays
is presented. Hadrons from b decays are tagged using their long lifetimes.
The b quark charge and direction are reconstructed with a hemisphere
charge algorithm. The asymmetry and reconstructed b hemisphere charge
are measured in the 69 pb
 1
of data collected by ALEPH during 1991,
1992 and 1993. They are used to extract sin
2

eff
W
, which is determined
to be 0:2315  0:0016 (stat:)  0:0009 (syst:), corresponding to an A
b
FB
of
0:0992  0:0084(stat:)  0:0046(syst:).
(Submitted to Physics Letters B)
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1 Introduction
As the volume of recorded LEP data grows, it is of interest to study how new measurements
of Z decays to specic quark avours can aord added sensitivity to electroweak parameters.
One example is the forward-backward asymmetry of quark-antiquark (or f

f) production. The
asymmetry is dened using the angle, , between the incoming electron and the outgoing fermion
to denote the forward (cos  > 0) and backward (cos  < 0) hemispheres :
A
f
FB
=

f
F
  
f
B

f
F
+ 
f
B
To relate A
f
FB
to Standard Model Z couplings, corrections must be made for detector eects and
for QED and QCD radiation. At the parton level, the latter are 4% and 2:7% respectively [1, 2]
for the case of the b quark. Applying these corrections allows the eective weak mixing angle,
sin
2

eff
W
, to be extracted. The sensitivity of A
f
FB
to sin
2

eff
W
is greater than that of lepton
asymmetries and is compounded with the rates of quark production which are signicantly
greater than the total rate of Z decays to leptons.
An asymmetry measurement needs to distinguish quarks from antiquarks and it is useful to
separate the Z decays into up and down-type quarks. The latter avoids cancellation between
quark avours. Experimentally, both these criteria are currently practicable only for heavy
avour decays. This is especially true in the case of the b quark which has a large production
rate, mass and lifetime.
Heavy avour tagging has been performed previously using the presence of a lepton from
semileptonic decays, where the lepton charge is used to sign the direction of the parent
quark [3, 4]. More recently silicon strip tracking detectors have been used to select heavy avours
as a result of their long lifetimes, leading to unprecedented purities and tagging eciencies [5].
This is the approach employed here. A disadvantage of such a lifetime tag is that the charges
of the quark and antiquark are not directly observed. They are reconstructed on a statistical
basis from fragmentation and decay products using the hemisphere charge technique described
in [6]. This tempers somewhat the increased statistical power aorded by the lifetime tag and
results in a new measurement with a similar precision to that of semileptonic measurements.
2 Principles of the Method
A measurement of the charge asymmetry in an enriched heavy avour sample is used to study the
asymmetry of the b quark, A
b
FB
. Each event is divided into hemispheres by a plane perpendicular
to the thrust axis,
~
T , which is orientated to point in the forward direction. Hemisphere charges
are formed using a summation over particle charges, q, weighted by their momentum, ~p :
Q
F
=
P
~p
i

~
T>0
i
j ~p
i

~
T j

q
i
P
~p
i

~
T>0
i
j ~p
i

~
T j

(1)
and analogously for Q
B
. The  parameter is used to optimise the measurement sensitivity. A
quark asymmetry is then proportional to the mean charge ow, hQ
f
FB
i, between forward and
backward hemispheres :
hQ
f
FB
i = hQ
F
  Q
B
i = 
f
A
f
FB

f
is dened as the charge separation for a quark of avour f . The total charge, hQ
f
i, is given
by hQ
F
+ Q
B
i and remains close to zero.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the Q
FB
and Q charge distributions for b quarks. 
b
FB
and 
b
Q
are the
widths of the Q
FB
and Q distributions for the cases when the b quark went forward.
The same sample of events used to measure hQ
FB
i can be used to extract 
f
. A single
hemisphere charge measurement, Q
f
, may be written as :
Q
f
=

f
2
+ R
f
and Q

f
=


f
2
+ R

f
where R is the measurement error due to fragmentation and detector eects. The product of
the two hemisphere charges then averages to :
hQ
f
Q

f
i = hQ
F
Q
B
i =
 
2
f
4
+ hR
f
R

f
i
using 
f
=  

f
and assuming thatR
f
 R

f
averages to zero. The measurement error correlation,
hR
f
R

f
i, arises from sharing a common axis and crossover of particles close to the hemisphere
boundary. It is small and insensitive to the details of fragmentation. In practice, hQ
F
Q
B
i
is measured from the dierence in variances, 
FB
and 
Q
, of the Q
FB
and Q distributions
respectively. This is illustrated in Figure 1. It is then useful to dene :


2
f
=


f
FB

2
 


f
Q

2
=  4hQ
F
Q
B
i   hQ
f
FB
i
2
+ hQ
f
i
2
= 
2
f
  4hR
f
R

f
i   hQ
f
FB
i
2
+ hQ
f
i
2
(2)
The quantities,

, hQ
FB
i and hQi are measured directly in a data sample enriched with
heavy avours. The enrichment results from selecting events possessing several particles with
signicant impact parameters. The impact parameter of a charged particle is dened as the
distance of closest approach of its linearised track to the interaction point. The track helix is
linearised at its point of closest approach to the estimated b hadron ight direction, approximated
by a reconstructed jet. The impact parameter is signed positive if the point of closest approach
6
to the jet lies on the same side of the primary interaction point as the jet direction, and negative
otherwise. Negative impact parameter tracks are used to estimate the resolution in data while
the signicance of positive impact parameter particles are used to calculate the probability that
the hemisphere arises from u; d; s quark production. Events are selected as having hemispheres
with probabilities less than a given cut. Reducing the cut increases the heavy avour composition
of the tagged sample [5].
Denoting the avour composition of the sample by the purities (P
u
;P
d
;P
s
;P
c
;P
b
), where
P
b
 P
u;d;s;c
, then A
b
FB
may be written as :
A
b
FB
=
1
P
b
C
b
2
4
hQ
FB
i

b
 
1

b
c
X
f=u;d:::
P
f
C
f

f
A
f
FB
3
5
(3)
where C
f
are avour dependent acceptance factors. Both hQ
FB
i and 
b
measurements are needed
to extract A
b
FB
.
The charge separation, 
b
, is dened with respect to the original b

b pair orientation, prior to
B
0

B
0
mixing and gluon radiation. It is of interest to note that the above method of extracting 
b
from

 in data naturally incorporates the dilution of the b hemisphere charge from these eects.
Hence, in contrast to semileptonic measurements, no such correction or uncertainty need be
applied to the measured asymmetry.
3 The ALEPH Detector
The ALEPH detector is described in detail elsewhere [7] and only those features relevant for
the current analysis are given here. The tracking is based on a time-projection chamber (TPC)
in conjunction with an inner tracking chamber (ITC) and silicon vertex detector (VDET) [8].
The tracking subdetectors are immersed in a uniform, axial 1.5 T magnetic eld. The TPC is
an Argon/Methane-lled cylinder extending radially from 0.3 to 1.8 m and providing up to 21
three-dimensional coordinates per track. The ITC is a cylindrical drift chamber with eight axial
wire layers at radii from 16 to 26 cm. The VDET consists of two concentric cylinders of 300 m
thick silicon wafers at radii of 6.3 and 10.8 cm. The angular coverage of the inner layer is 0.84 in
j cos  j and 0.69 for the outer layer. Each wafer provides measurements in r and rz views with
an eective point resolution of 12 m. The momentum resolution at 45 GeV/c when using all
tracking subdetectors is p=p
2
= 6 10
 4
(GeV=c)
 1
. The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL)
and hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) are used to measure the energy of neutral particles and to
identify leptons. The ECAL is a lead-wire chamber sandwich operating in proportional mode
while the HCAL uses the iron return yoke as an absorber interspersed with tubes operated in
limited streamer mode.
4 Event Selection and Acceptance
During 1991, 1992 and 1993, ALEPH accumulated 69 pb
 1
of data. A total of 1:55  10
6
hadronic Z decays are obtained using a hadronic event selection based on charged tracks [9].
The background contamination of two-photon and Z ! 
+

 
processes is estimated to be 0.3%
and 0.2% respectively. Due to their low tagging eciency and largely symmetric nature, they
are safely neglected.
The average beamspot position is determined every 75 events and used to determine the
event-by-event interaction point. This is done by projecting tracks onto the plane perpendicular
to the jets (selected with the JADE algorithm [10] with a y
cut
of 0.02) to which they belong.
Combining this projection with the beamspot position, xes the interaction point to a precision
7
Purity Value
P
u
1:88 (0:33)%
P
d
;P
s
2:41 (0:43)%
P
c
14:36 (0:79)%
P
b
78:94 (1:45)%
Table 1: Sample avour composition at the nominal lifetime tag cut of 0.005.
of 50  10  60m
3
in horizontal, vertical and beam directions respectively. Track impact
parameters are calculated in events with at least one track having VDET hits and a minimum
of 2 jets with momenta above 10 GeV, lying further than 5.7 degrees from the beam.
Measurements of rates of single and double hemisphere tags are used with Monte Carlo
estimates of correlations and background eciencies to calculate the probability to tag a b
quark hemisphere, "
h
b
. Events are selected if at least one hemisphere satises the lifetime tag
cut. The cut is chosen to optimise the measurement sensitivity. The probability to tag an event
of avour f is :
"
e
f
= 2"
h
f

1   
f
"
h
f

+ 
f

"
h
f

2
where 
f
= 
f
(1="
h
f
  1) + 1, and 
f
is the correlation between hemispheres. The avour
composition calculation makes use of the Z decay partial widths, R
f
=  
f

f
= 
had
. This is given
in Table 1 for the nominal lifetime tag cut of 0.005. In the case of the b quark, the measured R
b
from [5] is used and Standard Model values are assumed for lighter avours.
The thrust axis is determined using charged and neutral particle information. Its angle
relative to the beam, 
T
, is used to dene the original f

f direction. The tagging eciency is
shown as a function of cos 
T
in Figure 2. Expected tagging eciencies of individual avours
are also shown assuming the avour composition of Table 1. At angles greater than cos 
T
= 0:8
the tagging eciency is limited by VDET geometry. In the same region, the eciencies of b and
c quarks are changing at dierent rates. This leads to a variation of the avour composition
close to the edge of acceptance. An acceptance of 0 < j cos 
T
j< 0:8 only slightly reduces the
b acceptance factor whilst minimising uncertainties from tagging in the low angle region. This
selection leaves a total of 219,931 events at a lifetime tag cut of 0.005, with an estimated b
selection eciency of 63:91(0:98)%.
The acceptance factors, dened in (3), are calculated using Monte Carlo simulation where the
total eciency is constrained by data. Remaining dierences are used to determine systematic
errors. The acceptance factors are 0.821 for (u; d; s) quarks, 0.801 for c and 0.841 for b quarks.
5 Charge Asymmetry Measurements
Hemisphere charges are calculated using (1). Charged tracks with their point of closest approach
to the beam within a cylinder of radius 2 cm and length 10 cm, more than 4 TPC hits, a polar
angle (cos ) less than 0.95 and a p
T
relative to the beam of greater than 200 MeV/c are used.
hQ
FB
i and hQi are measured for  values between 0.3 and 2 with lifetime tag cuts corresponding
to a range of P
b
from 73 to 95%. The measurement sensitivity is optimised using :
S =
hQ
exp
FB
i
p
N

FB
where N and 
FB
are the observed number of tagged events and charge ow width respectively.
hQ
exp
FB
i is the expected charge asymmetry for a given sin
2

eff
W
,  and avour composition.
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Figure 2: Event tagging eciencies in data and Monte Carlo simulation as a function of cos 
T
.
The shaded region indicates the measurement acceptance.
Optimum sensitivity is found at =0.7 and a lifetime tag cut corresponding to a b purity of
79%. This is independent of sin
2

eff
W
. The mean charge ow and the total charge at this
nominal working point are measured to be :
hQ
FB
i =  0:01042 (0:00088 stat:)
hQi = +0:00514 (0:00077 stat:) (4)
The interaction of particles in the material prior to the tracking subdetectors leads to a non-zero
total charge due to the charge dependence of nuclear cross-sections. The consequences of this
are included as a systematic error.
The experimental systematic errors on hQ
FB
i arise from sources which are both
forward-backward and charge asymmetric. These are either due to an incorrect tracking
response or an forward-backward imbalance of detector material. Tracking response is studied by
comparing the mean momenta of particles with the beam energy in collinear Z ! 
+

 
decays.
Dierences between positive and negative tracks are typically less than 1.5% and therefore the
eect on hQ
FB
i is small. The sensitivity of hQ
FB
i to the track selection is studied by excluding
tracks close to cuts and also those identied as having pattern recognition problems leading to
momenta greater than 50 GeV/c. The asymmetry in the material distribution of ALEPH are
monitored using photon conversions and is determined to be 1:8  1:6%. It is combined with
the total charge, hQi, to give a systematic uncertainty on hQ
FB
i. A summary of experimental
systematic errors is given in Table 2.
6 Calibration of the Charge Separations
It is clear from relation (3) that a precise 
b
measurement is important for the extraction of A
b
FB
.
Uncertainties from lighter quark avours are suppressed by their low tagging eciency. Hence
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Systematic Error Source hQ
FB
i (10
 4
)
Tracking Momentum imbalance +0:01 (0:01)
Eect of Cut on closest approach to beam in xy +0:01 (0:26)
Eect of Cut on closest approach to beam in z  0:06 (0:09)
Eect of Cut on minimum angle to the beam +0:11 (0:43)
Eect of Cut on number of track hits  1:22 (0:69)
Eect of tracks with p > 50 GeV/c +0:47 (0:52)
Material asymmetry +0:93 (0:84)
Total Systematic Uncertainty 1:61 10
 4
Table 2: Summary of experimental systematic errors.

b
is extracted from data whilst 
udsc
are estimated from Monte Carlo simulation. A modied
version of the JETSET [11, 3] model is used for the latter.
Using relation (2) to extract 
b
requires knowledge of


b
, ie. a measurement of

 in a
pure sample of b events. In practice, this is dicult to achieve with the required statistical
precision. A tting procedure is used instead to extrapolate

 measurements at dierent b
purities to P
b
= 100%. The measurements are shown in Figure 3 where the

 values are
corrected for a kinematical bias induced by successive lifetime tag cuts. The bias is observed in
data when comparing tagged and untagged hemispheres of singly tagged events. Events with
many high momentum charged tracks are more likely to have signicant impact parameters
and well dened hemisphere charges. In general, tagged hemispheres have an 8 to 12% better
charge resolution than untagged hemispheres. Corrections of less than 7% are applied to

 with
a relative uncertainty of 30% from dierences between data and Monte Carlo.
The dependence of

 on the avour composition may be understood by considering :

 =
v
u
u
t
b
X
f=u;d:::
P
f


2
f
It is expected that 
u
is the largest charge separation and so

 is expected to decrease with
harder lifetime tag cuts. With stringent lifetime selections, eectively only b quarks remain with
a small c contamination. The opposite behaviour of 
b
and 
c
with  then becomes important.
At low , j 
c
j is greater than j 
b
j with j 
b
j becoming larger thereafter. This slightly increases

 as P
b
! 100% for  values above 0.7. A cubic polynomial is used to describe the full behaviour.
The tted curves are shown in Figure 3.
To calculate 
b
from extrapolated values of


b
, the correlation between measurement
errors, hR
f
R

f
i in equation (2), is derived from Monte Carlo simulation. Its dependence on
fragmentation is tested by varying model parameters. No signicant dependence is observed
and a conservative systematic uncertainty is ascribed to each parameter variation. The value
of hR
f
R

f
i at a  of 0.7 is 0:0066  0:0004 (stat:)  0:0011 (syst:). The hQ
FB
i
2
and hQi
2
corrections in equation (2) are measured in a 95% pure sample of data although their contribution
to 
b
is small. The extracted value of 
b
at a  of 0.7 is

b
=  0:1706  0:0023 (data statistics)
 0:0038 (Monte Carlo statistics)
 0:0019 (lifetime tag bias systematics)
 0:0027 (measurement error correlation systematics)
Charge separations for lighter quark avours (
u;d;s;c;
) are also estimated from Monte Carlo
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Figure 3: Measured and lifetime tag corrected values of
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 =
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FB
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as a function of the
b purity.
Separation 
f

f
(stat:) 
f
(syst:)

u
+0.306 0:007 0:022

d
-0.153 0:006 0:022

s
-0.203 0:006 0:019

c
+0.170 0:001 0:021

b
-0.169 0:002 0:005
Table 3: Summary of charge separations used at the nominal  and avour composition.
simulation. Model parameter variations are used to assign systematic uncertainties and are
typically between 10 and 20%.
A nal correction is applied for the small dependence of separations on the lifetime tag cut
at which hQ
FB
i is measured. This remains below 1% for 
b
at the nominal  and lifetime tag
cut. The separations and errors used to extract A
b
FB
are summarised in Table 3.
7 Results
In order to treat the background contributions from lighter quark avours in equation (3)
consistently, A
b
FB
is measured by extracting the value of sin
2

eff
W
which best ts the data.
Electroweak corrections are applied [1] to pole asymmetries for initial and nal state QED
radiation,  Z interference and photon exchange
1
. No correction for QCD radiation is applied
beyond that which enters through the measurement of 
b
. The measured asymmetry is slightly
diluted by the thrust axis resolution. This is treated as a systematic error and estimated to be
1
A Higgs mass of 300GeV=c
2
is assumed throughout.
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Source of Systematic Error  A
b

b
FB
 sin
2

eff
w
Systematic Error on 
b
0.0032 0.00060
Stat. and Syst. Error on Tag Purity 0.0019 0.00035
Experimental Systematics on hQ
btag
FB
i 0.0017 0.00033
Systematic Error on 
u;d;s;c
0.0016 0.00029
Statistical Error on 
b
0.0014 0.00027
Systematic from thrust axis resolution 0.0004 0.00007
Statistical Error on the Acceptance 0.0002 0.00005
Systematic Error on the Acceptance 0.0002 0.00005
Statistical Error on 
u;d;s;c
0.0002 0.00003
Total Systematic Error 0.0046 0.00087
Table 4: Summary of systematic errors on A
b

b
FB
and sin
2

eff
w
for a  of 0.7 with a lifetime tag
cut of 0.005.
-0.07% from Monte Carlo. LEP ran at 9 dierent energies during 1991, 1992 and 1993. Taking
into account the energy distribution of data gives a correction of 0.08% to A
b
FB
by moving from
the average energy to 91.187 GeV. Fitting the observed charge asymmetry in the sample yields
an eective electroweak mixing angle of :
sin
2

eff
W
= 0:2315  0:0016 (stat:)  0:0009 (syst:)
At the Z peak, this corresponds to a forward-backward b asymmetry of :
A
b
FB
= 0:0992  0:0084 (stat:)  0:0047 (syst:)
Systematic error contributions are summarised in Table 4. The dominant systematic error
arises from the 
b
measurement, and specically from the measurement error correlation and
kinematical bias introduced by the lifetime tag. The stability of results with respect to 
and avour composition is shown in Figure 4. No signicant discrepancy is observed when
correlations between statistical and systematic errors are taken into account. Measured values
of A
b
FB
versus
p
s are compared with expectations in Figure 5. The expected gradient is
independent of sin
2

eff
W
and in good agreement with data.
8 Conclusions
A signicant charge asymmetry is observed in heavy avour Z decays selected using track impact
parameters. In a 79% pure sample of b

b decays the mean charge ow is :
hQ
FB
i =  0:01042  0:00088 (stat:)  0:00016 (syst:)
In the Standard Model, all quark asymmetries are determined by an eective electroweak mixing
angle. Using a measurement of the reconstructed b quark charge, this is determined to be :
sin
2

eff
W
= 0:2315  0:0016 (stat:)  0:0009 (syst:)
and is interpreted as being due to a forward-backward b asymmetry of :
A
b
FB
= 0:0992  0:0084 (stat:)  0:0046 (syst:)
This asymmetry can be combined with the previous ALEPH measurement of A
b
FB
= 0:087
0:014 0:002 [3] based on semileptonic decays. Event samples and systematic errors are almost
entirely independent and the combined value of A
b
FB
is 0:0953  0:0080.
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ALEPH
Figure 4: A
b
FB
for dierent avour compositions and  values. Uncorrelated statistical and
systematic errors relative to the measured value are shown.
Data
ALEPH
Figure 5: Variation of A
b
FB
with centre-of-mass energy. Statistical errors only are shown. The
theoretical curves shown correspond to a sin
2

eff
W
of 0:2315  0:0018.
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